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Abstract 
In 1991, Alspach, Maru§ir, and Nowitz proved that there are infinitely many ½-transitive 
graphs of degree 4. Their graphs were found among metacirculants M(~; m, n), which have vertex 
set {vj: iEZ,., jCZ,} and edge set {vjvj+~,i: iCZ,,, jEZ,,  rE{-1 ,1}}  with the additional 
condition that ~ E Z* has order m or 2m. Examining only the cases when both m and n are 
odd, they showed that the graphs M(~;3,n) are ½-transitive when n>~9 and gave a sufficient 
condition for M(~;m,n) to be ½-transitive when m is composite and n is prime. In this paper, 
we give a simple generalization of this condition. We also show that the graphs M(~;2,n) are 
arc-transitive. Then we examine the graphs M(~;4,n). We prove that they are arc-transitive 
when the order of c~ is 4 with c~ 2_= -1  (modn) and ½-transitive when either the order of ~ is 
8 or the order of ~ is 4 with 0~ 2~ --1 (modn) and n is not a multiple of 4. (~) 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
An arc is an ordered pair of adjacent vertices in a graph. A graph is vertex-transitive, 
edge-transitive, and arc-transitive if its automorphism group acts transitively on the 
vertex set, edge set, and arc set, respectively. A graph is said to be ½-transitive 
if it is vertex- and edge-transitive but not arc-transitive. In 1966, Tutte [7] showed 
that every vertex- and edge-transitive graph of odd degree is also arc-transitive. Four 
years later Bouwer [4] showed that this does not extend to vertex- and edge-transitive 
graphs of  even degree by constructing one ½-transitive graph of degree N for each 
even N greater than 2. The smallest of Bouwer's graphs has order 54 and degree 4. 
A smaller ½-transitive graph of degree 4 was found by Holt [5] in 1981. Alspach et al. 
[2] proved later that this graph of order 27 is the smallest ½-transitive graph, and Xu 
[8] showed its uniqueness. In addition, Alspach et al. [2] found the first infinite fam- 
ily of ½-transitive graphs of  degree 4. These graphs are all metacirculants M(~;m,n). 
In this paper, we extend the results of Alspach et al. [2] regarding ½-transitivity of 
metacirculants M(~; m, n). 
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2. Definitions, preliminary results, and a corollary 
A metacirculant G=G(m,n,~,So, S1. . . . .  S~) is a graph with vertex set {vj: iEZm, 
fV i~i+r" O<<.r<<.It and hCcdSr}, where m>~l, n~>2, c~EZ*, jCZn} and edge set t,jVj h. 
/~= Lm/2J, and So, S1 ..... Su are subsets of Zn satisfying the following conditions: 
0 f~ So =-So, ~mSr = Sr for 0 ~<r ~</~, and ~uS~ =-Su  if m is even. 
A graph M(~; m, n) is the metacirculant G(m, n, ~, !3, { -  1, 1 }, 13 .. . . .  13), where m/> 2, 
n~>5, and ~EZ* has order m or 2m. That is, M(~;m,n) is the graph with vertex set 
V={vj: i EZm,j C Zn} and edge set E={vjv i+l " i E Zm,j C Zn, f E {-1,1} . Notice j ~i  . 
that, if the order o f~ is 2m, c~m =--1 (modn). The sets vi={vj: jEZn}, i=0  . . . . .  m, 
are called the blocks of M(~; re, n) although they need not be blocks of imprimitivity 
of its automorphism group. (For a more detailed discussion of metacirculants and the 
graphs M(~;m,n) the reader is referred to [1, 2].) 
The graphs M(~;m,n) are vertex- and edge-transitive. Notice that the mappings 
p,z, and rc defined by p(vj)= v;q_l, Z(Vj):'v~ji+I, and zffvj)=vij, respectively, are all 
automorphisms of the graph M(~;m,n). In fact, p,z, and rc generate a 1-transitive 
subgroup H of the automorphism group of M(~; re, n). 
Our aim is to determine which of the graphs M(~; m, n) are arc-transitive and which 
are 1-transitive. 
Theorem 2.1. Every graph M(~; 2, n) & arc-transitive. 
Proof. The mapping a defined by a[vih~. 'J ] __--'u_j+ 1-i 1 is an automorphism of the graph that 
reverses the edge 0 l v o Vl. [] 
For the rest of the paper we may assume that m is at least 3. 
A cycle C of M(~; m, n) of length at least m is said to be coiled if every subpath of 
C having m vertices intersects each of V °, V 1 . . . . .  V m-1. Clearly, a coiled cycle must 
have length a multiple of m. The coiled girth of M(~;m,n) is the length of a shortest 
coiled cycle in M(~; m, n). It is not difficult to see that the coiled girth of M(~; m,n) 
is either m or 2m. 
Definition 2.2. Let a C {m,2m} be the order of e in Z*. Let P = vj °vii1... vj~ be a 
path in M(e;m,n) and let AtE{4-ei: i=0 ,1  . . . . .  a -  1} for l=0 ,1 ,2  . . . . .  k -  1. If 
Al=jt+l - j i  for l=0 ,1  . . . . .  k -  1, then 
(A0, A1 .. . . .  Ak-1) 
is called a jump sequence of the path P. Notice that if (Ao, A1 .... ,Ak-1) is a jump 
sequence of a given path, then so is (--Ak-1 . . . . .  --A1,-A0). In addition, if vj i° = viii, 
that is, if P is a cycle, then cyclically permuting the entries in (A0, A1 . . . . .  Ak-1) yields 
another jump sequence for P. We shall not distinguish between jump sequences of the 
same path or cycle. 
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If (A0,A1 .. . . .  Ak-l) is the jump sequence of a cycle, then 
A0 + Al + . . .  + Ak-~ --= 0 (modn) 
must hold. This is the congruence equality associated with the jump sequence 
(Ao, A1 . . . . .  Ak-1). 
If (A0, A1 . . . . .  Ak-1) is the jump sequence for the path P, then for any s E {0, 1 ..... 
a -  1} and any rE{-1 ,1} ,  
(6~SAo, 6~SAl . . . . .  6~SA~_l) 
is called a type sequence of the path P. Two type sequences are called equivalent 
if one can be obtained from the other by cyclically permuting the entries (for cycles 
only), reversing the order and/or the signs of the entries, and/or multiplying all entries 
by the same power of ~. In other words, all type sequences of the same path or 
cycle are equivalent. Notice that, for cycles, equivalent type sequences give equivalent 
congruence qualities in the sense that they differ only by a factor of + ~i. 
The sequence ((io, il . . . . .  ik-l,ik)) or ((io, il . . . . .  ik-1)) will be referred to as a block 
io il ik-- 1 it, sequence of the path or cycle, respectively, P= vj~vj..,  vjk_, vjk. Notice that for two 
block sequences of the same cycle, one can be obtained from the other by cyclically 
permuting the entries and/or reversing their order. We shall not distinguish between 
block sequences of the same cycle. 
Let M=M(~;m,n)  have coiled girth m. Fix a vertex v) of M. The coiled m-cycles 
that contain the vertex vj occur in pairs: the jump sequence of one coiled m-cycle of 
the pair is obtained from the jump sequence of the other cycle of the pair by reversing 
the signs of all entries. The graph M(~;m,n)  of coiled girth m is said to be tightly 
coiled if every vertex is incident with exactly two coiled m-cycles; otherwise (that is, if 
every vertex is incident with at least four coiled m-cycles), the graph is loosely coiled. 
The following result was proved by Alspach et al. 
Theorem 2.3 (Alspach et al. [2]). Let m and n be odd and let M=M(~;m,n)  have 
coiled girth m and be loosely coiled. Then M is ½-transitive. 
In general, it is not easy to determine for which values of the parameters ~, m, and 
n the graph M(ct;m,n) has coiled girth m and is loosely coiled. In [2], the authors 
prove the following sufficient condition: n is prime and ct is a divisor of n -  1 whose 
order m is odd and composite. We extend this condition in the next corollary. 
Corollary 2.4. Let p be an odd prime such that p - 1 = km'd where m ~ > 1 and d > 1 
are both odd. Let n=p s for some sEN and let ~CZ*  have order m=mtdp s-l. 
Then the graph M =M(c~; re, n) is 1-transitive. 
Proof. Since n is an odd prime power, the group Z* is cyclic (see [3]). Since m 
divides its order (p -  1)p s-l, there exists ~ C Z* with order m. 
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Next we show that c~ d - 1 cannot be a zero divisor in the ring Zn. Assume the 
contrary. Then ~td_  1 is a zero divisor for all tE{1 ,2 , . . . ,mtp  s-1 - 1}. Since the 
order of  ~ is m, the elements ~td _ 1, t= 1,2 . . . . .  m'p s-1 -- 1, are pairwise distinct. We 
would thus have m~p s-l - 1 > pS-1 _ 1 zero divisors in Zn, a contradiction. 
Hence, o~ d -  1 EZ* and, consequently, ~-  1 cZ* .  Therefore, ~,n = 1 (modn) implies 
and 
1 + ced + ¢~2d + . . .  + ~x(m/d-1)d -- 0 (modn) (1) 
1 + c¢ + c¢ 2 + .. .  + c¢ m-I -- 0 (modn). (2) 
The last equation shows that (1, ct, off,..., (x m-l) is a jump sequence of  a coiled m-cycle 
so that M has coiled girth m. From Eqs. (1) and (2) we obtain 
-1  + ~ + .. • + ~X d- I  - -  CX d --]- O~ d+l  -}- • •.  + ~2d- I  _ ~2d ~_ ~x2d+l 
+. . .  + ~m-l = O(modn), 
which implies that M contains coiled m-cycles with the jump sequence 
( -  1, ~ ... .  , ~x d -1  , --0~ d , o~ d+l  . . . . .  ~x 2d-1  , --~x 2d, (x 2d+l  . . . . .  ~xm- 1 ).  
Hence, M is loosely coiled and thus, 1-transitive by Theorem 2.3. [] 
3. Metacirculants M(~; 4, n) 
Alspach et al. [2] also showed that every graph M(a;3 ,n)  is 1-transitive whenever 
n ~>9 is odd, and recently Maru~i6 [6] characterized the 1-transitive graphs M(ct; re, n) 
with m ~> 5 and n odd. Since the two-block case is settled (Theorem 2.1), our next 
point of interest is the graphs M(ct;4,n). The purpose of  this section is to prove the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. A graph M(ct; 4, n) is arc-transitive/fc~ 2 - - 1 (mod n), and 1-transitive 
if  either ~4- -1  (modn) or the order o f  ~ in Z* is 4 with 0~2~-1 (modn) and n is 
not a multiple o f  4. 
Notice that the only case when neither arc-transitivity nor 1-transitivity has been 
established is when the order of  ot is 4 with ot 2 ~ -1  (modn) and n is a multiple of  4. 
We prove the first part of Theorem 3.1 in the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. The graph M =M(~;  4,n) is arc-transitive /f 0~2=-~-1 (modn). 
Proof. Define a(vj) - v -i+1 ~2 - - j l .  Since - - - - l (modn) ,  for any 3E{-1 ,1} ,  
~{vivi+l "~__v--i+l --i 3 j+6~,J-- - j+lV-j+l-a=-, if i E {0,2}, 
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and 
ff(f)ivi+l /5--i+1 v--i if iE {1,3}, 
', 'j j+act' ) = --j+l --j+l+&~-' 
so that a is an automorphism of M. Since a interchanges the endpoints of the edge 
v°vl, M is arc-transitive. [] 
Corollary 3.3. I f  n is an odd prime power and ot E Z* has order 4, then M(~;4,n) is 
arc-transitive. 
Before we proceed to give a brief outline of the rest of the proof, consider the 
action of the ½-transitive subgroup H of the automorphism group of M=M(~;4 ,n)  
(see Section 2) on the 2-paths of M. It is not difficult to see that H has four orbits 
on the 2-paths, one corresponding to each of the type sequences (~3, 1) and (-c~ 3, 1), 
one corresponding to the type sequence (1, 1) with the block sequence of the form 
((i + 1,i,i + 1)), and one corresponding to the type sequence (1,1) with the block 
sequence of the form ((i, i + 1, i)). Notice, however, that the block sequence of every 
cycle contains as many subsequences of the form ((i + 1,i,i + 1)) as those of the 
form ((i, i + 1, i)). In fact, these two kinds of subsequences alternate around the cycle. 
It follows then that every 2-path with a given type sequence lies in the same number 
of cycles with a given type sequence. 
Definition 3.4. The triple (kt,k2,k3) is called the 2-path code of the graph M(~;4,n) 
if every 2-path with the type sequence (1, 1) lies in exactly kl 8-cycles, every 2-path 
with the type sequence (~3, 1) lies in exactly k2 8-cycles, and every 2-path with the 
type sequence {_~3, 1) lies in exactly k3 8-cycles in M(cq4,n). 
Similarly, (kl, k2, k3) is called the 2-path code of a given type sequence of an 8-cycle 
if every 2-path with the type sequence (1, 1) lies in exactly kl 8-cycles, every 2-path 
with the type sequence (~3, 1) lies in exactly k2 8-cycles, and every 2-path with the 
type sequence (_~3, 1) lies in exactly k3 8-cycles with the given type sequence. 
The approach we use in proving the rest of Theorem 3.1 is classification of all 
8-cycles in the graph. First, we determine all possible block sequences of an 8-cycle. 
For each block sequence, all possible type sequences are found, and for each type 
sequence the corresponding congruence quality is examined by a method we call 
the squaring elimination. In most cases, this method answers the question whether or 
not an 8-cycle with a given type sequence occurs in the graph. Once an 8-cycle is 
confirmed, its 2-path code is determined, and from the 2-path codes of all 8-cycles 
occurring in the graph we get the 2-path code of the graph. In case of a 'nice' 
2-path code, Proposition 3.14 shows that the graph is ½-transitive. In the four ex- 
ceptional cases a modification of Proposition 3.14 must be used (Lemma 3.15). This 
approach was inspired by Bouwer's proof in [4], and is outlined in Fig. 1. It can also 
be used in the three-block case to provide a slightly shorter alternative to the proof by 
Alspach et al. [2]. 
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Fig. 1. Outline of the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
We begin with a couple of lemmas conceming eneral graphs M(~; m, n). The first 
lemma implies that in a graph M(~;4,n), n is not a multiple of 4 if the order of • is 
8, and the second allows us to restrict ourselves to graphs M(~;4,n) with n odd. 
Lemma 3.5. Let n-0(mod4)  and ~EZ*. / f  ~m_-_ l  (modn), then m is odd and 
- 3 (mod 4). I f  ~ -- 1 (mod n), then m is even or ~ --- 1 (rood 4). 
Proof. Since ~ E Z* and n is even, ~ must be odd. Let ~----2k + I for some k E Zn. 
If  ~m _- -1  (modn), then ~m + 1 =- 0(mod4). Hence, 0 -~m + 1 -2 (mk + 1)(mod4) 
so that m and k must both be odd. Thus, ~---3(mod4). 
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I f  ct m = 1 (modn), then a m - 1 -- 0(mod4). Hence, 0--  ct" - 1 - 2mk(mod4) so that 
either m is even or ~ = 1 (mod4) or both. 
Lemma 3.6. Let n be even. Then M(~;m,n) is connected if and only if m is odd. 
I f  n = 2 (mod 4) and m is even, then M(~; m, n) consists of two connected components 
which are both isomorphic to M(~ mod ~,m, i ) .n"
Proof. Since n is even, ~ is odd and the subgraph M[V i, V i+1] induced by two adjacent 
blocks consists of two disjoint n cycles. One cycle alternates between vertices of V i 
with odd subscripts and vertices of V i+l with even subscripts, and the other cycle 
alternates between vertices of V i with even subscripts and vertices of V i+1 with odd 
subscripts. It is now clear that M(~;m,n) is connected if and only if m is odd. 
Now let n -2  (mod4) and let m be even. Then we get exactly two components 
and p(vj - i ) -  v)+ 1 is an isomorphism between them. Choose the component with ver- 
tex set V'={vj: iEZm, jCZn, i - j (mod2)}  and let Vk be the vertex set of the 
graph M(a mod k;m,k), where k =n/2. Define a: V ~ Vk by i _ i a(vj ) --  Vjmod k. Since 
each of the sets {0,2 . . . . .  n -  2} and {1 ,3 , . . . ,n -  1} modulo k produces all of Zk, 
a is a bijection. Since, in addition, l - j  = ~i (modn) implies ( /mod k ) -  ( j  mod k )= 
(~ mod k) i (modk) for any j, l E Zn and i E Zm, a is an isomorphism between the con- 
nected component of M(~;m,n) with vertex set V p and M(~ mod k;m,k). [] 
The next lemma, whose proof is left to the reader, allows us to consider the graphs 
M(~;4,n) with n fixed for only one multiplier ~ whenever all possible multipliers are 
~, _~, ~3, and _~3. In particular, if n is a prime, there is (up to isomorphism) at most 
one graph M(~;4,n) once the order of ~ is specified. 
Lemma 3.7. The graphs M(~;m,n), M(-~;m,n),  and M(~-l ;m,n) are isomorphic. 
We proceed to explore coiled 8-cycles in the graphs M(~;4,n). Recall 
Definitions 2.2. In the proof of the next lemma we describe the squaring elimination 
method which will be used extensively in subsequent proofs. 
Lemma 3.8. I f  n is odd and ~4=- l (modn) ,  then M(~;4,n) has coiled girth 8. 
Furthermore, every coiled 8-cycle has a type sequence 
(|,  (~10~, 2 ~2, ~3 ~3, --1, --010~, --~20~ 2, --~30{3), 
where 61,62,63 6 {-1,  1}. All choices for the 6i are realizable in the graph. 
Proof. Note that q~(n) must be a multiple of 8, where q~ is the Euler q~-function. 
First we show that M(~;4,n) has coiled girth 8. Contrarily, suppose that the graph 
contains a coiled 4-cycle with a type sequence (1,61~,62~2,~3 ~3)for some 61,62,63 E 
{--1, 1}. Then 
1 + t~l~ -+- ¢~2~t 2 "+" t~3 ~3 "0  (modn). (3) 
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Expressing 
82~ 2 ~ - (1  + 81~ -~- 83 ~3) (modn) 
and then squaring both sides we obtain 
-1  - 1 + ~2 _ 0t2 ~_ 281~ + 283~ 3 -- 28183 (modn) 
or 
(1 -- 8183) -~- 81~ ~- 83t~ 3 ~ 0 (modn) (4) 
since gcd(2,n)= 1. From equalities (3) and (4) we can eliminate the terms with ~ and 
~3 simultaneously thus obtaining 
6163 + 82~ 2-= 0(modn)  
or 
-62~ 2 = 8163 (modn). 
Squaring both sides again yields -1  = 1 (modn) which in turn implies n = 2, a contra- 
diction. Hence, M(~; 4, n) has coiled girth 8. The above method will be called squarin9 
elimination. 
We now explore coiled 8-cycles. A coiled 8-cycle has a type sequence 
t t t 2 (80,810~,820 ~ ,et  3 et! ett  ett  2 ct! 3\ O3~ ,O0,O1 ~,O2~ ,O3~ ,~ 
for some 8~, 8~' C { -  1, 1 }, i = 0 . . . . .  3, such that 
+ a'l  + 2 + 3 + + a'l'  + 2 + 3 - 0 (modn) .  
This equation can be simplified to 
/~0 + gl 0~ -[- e2 9~2 + g3 ~3 = 0 (modn) ,  (5) 
where gi = ~(8il ! + 8iU) E {--1,0, 1 }. We now apply the squaring elimination method, 
described in the first part of the proof, to (5) thus obtaining 
-(g~ - el 2 + 2e0e2) 2 = (e02 - e~ + 2ele3) 2(modn). 
The only possible values for (e32 -e2  + 2e0e2)z and (e~ -e2  +2ele3)2 are 0,1,4, and 9. 
But whenever -e=d(modn)  for e,e' E {0, 1,4,9} and both e and e' are non-zero, 
n E {3,5,9, 13} is forced, which is a contradiction. Hence eJ - e~ + 2e0e2 =e~ - e22 + 
2ele3 =0,  which implies e i=0 for all i=0  . . . . .  3. Therefore 6~'=-6~ for i=0  . . . . .  3, 
and the lemma is proved. [] 
Next, we state a result similar to that of Lemma 3.8 for the case that the order of 
is 4. Notice that, by Lemma 3.2, we may assume that ~t 2 ~ -1  (modn) and hence that 
n is not an odd prime power. 
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Lenuna 3.9. Let n be odd and let ct have order 4 with ~2~-1  (modn). / f  M= 
M(ct;4,n) has coiled 9irth 4, then (replacing ~ by -~ if necessary) every coiled 
4-cycle in M has a type sequence 
(1, ~, ~2, ~3). 
Furthermore, every coiled 8-cycle has a type sequence of the form 
( 1,61 ~, t~2 ~2, ~30~ 3 , - 1, -61 ct, -020~ 2, -63  o~ 3), 
where 6~, 62, 63 E { -  1, 1 }. I f  M has coiled 9irth 8, all choices for 61, 62, and 63 are 
realizable. I f  M has coiled 9irth 4, all choices for 61, 62, and 63 are realizable except 
for &=62=63=1.  
Proof. First assume that M has coiled girth 4. If  c~ 3 + ~t 2 - ~ - 1 =0(modn) ,  then 
c~ 3 + ct 2 +~ + 1-_-2(c~+ 1) (modn) so that 0 -~ 4 -  l=_ (c t -  1)(~ 3 + ~2 + ~ + 
1) -2 (~ - 1)(ct + 1)=2(ct 2 - 1)(modn),  a contradiction. Hence, either c~ 3 + ~2 + 
+ 1 -0 (modn) ,  ~3 + c~2 + c~ - 1 ---0(modn), or c~ 3 - ~2 + ~ _ 1 -0 (modn) .  Since 
0~4~ 1 (modn), either ~3+~t2+~+1 _= 0 (modn) or ~3+ct2+ct+ 1 is a zero divisor in Z,. 
I f  ~3 + ~2 + c~ + 1 -0  (modn), none of the other two congruences holds. Therefore, 
every coiled 4-cycle has a type sequence (1, ~, ~2, ~3). 
Now, assume that ~3 + ct2 + ~ + 1 is a zero divisor in Zn. Since 2 is not a zero divisor, 
ct3+ ct2+ c t -  1 ~0(modn) .  Hence ct 3 -~2+ c t -  1 _=0(modn) is the only possibility. 
But then ( -cQ 3 + (_~)2 + (_~)  + 1 -- 0 (mod n). Therefore, since the graphs M(ct; 4, n) 
and M(-ct ;  4,n) are isomorphic, we may assume that if M(ct;4,n) has coiled girth 4, 
then ct 3 + ~2 + ~ + 1 - 0 (modn). 
Next we explore coiled 8-cycles. As in the proof of the previous lemma, a coiled 
8-cycle is associated with the equation 
~0 ÷ '~1 ~ ÷ ~2 ~2 ÷ t33 ~3 = O(modn) ,  (6)  
where e; E { -1 ,0 ,  1 }. Applying the squaring elimination method described before and 
using (~2)2 = 1 (modn), (6) yields 
+ - 2 0 2), 2 - + - (mod n)  
and, squaring again, 
+ - 2 o 2) 2 + - 2 (mod n) .  
The only possible values for e = e~ + e~ - 2eoe2 and d = e~ + e~ - 2~1 e3 are 0, 4-1, +2, 3 
and 4. Thus, if e2=d2(modn)  and e24d 2, n=15 is forced. This implies e,e 'E 
{ -1 ,  1,4} with lel 4 le'l. I f  e=4,  then le~l = 1 for all i, contradicting le'l = 1. Simi- 
larly, e' =4  is impossible. Thus, we must have e 2 =e '2 and hence, ca2-= 4-e(modn) .  
This implies e = 0 or e = 3. I f  ~ = 3, then ~0e2 ~ 0 and hence, e' is even, contradicting 
the assumption e '= 4- e. Hence, e =e '  =0.  Now, if none of the e~ is zero, then (6) 
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implies that a subpath of  the 8-cycle is a coiled 4-cycle, which is impossible. It is now 
easy to see that we must have ei = 0 for all i and the conclusion follows. [] 
We would now like to classify the non-coiled 8-cycles in M(~;4,n) .  It is not diffi- 
cult to check that the following are the only possible block sequences for a non-coiled 
8-cycle: 
(a) ((i,i + l, i  + 2,i + l , i , i  + l , i  + 2,i + l)), 
(b) ((i,i + l, i  + 2, i + 3, i + 2, i + l, i , i  + l)), 
(c) {(i,i + l , i  + 2,i + l, i , i  + l, i  + 2,i + 3)), 
(d) ((i,i + l , i  + 2,i + l , i , i  + l , i , i  + l)), 
(e) ((i,i + l , i , i  + l, i  + 2,i + 3,i + 2,i + 3)), 
(f) ((i,i + l , i , i  + l , i , i  + l, i  + 2,i + 3}), 
(g) ({i,i + l, i  + 2,i + 3,i,i + 3,i + 2,i + l)), 
(h) ((i,i + l, i  + 2,i + 3,i + 2,i + 3,i + 2,i + l)), 
(i) ((i,i + l, i  + 2,i + 3,i + 2,i + l , i  + 2,i + l)), 
(j) ((i,i + l, i  + 2,i + l, i  + 2,i + l, i  + 2,i + l)), 
(k) ((i,i + l, i  + 2,i + l, i  + 2,i + l , i , i  + l)), 
(1) ((i,i + 1,i,i + 1,i,i + 1,i,i + 1)) and 
(m) ((i,i + l, i , i  + l , i  + 2,i + l, i  + 2,i + 3)}. 
Lemma 3.10. Let n be odd and let ~t4=- I  (modn).  The followin9 is the list of  all 
type sequences of  the non-coiled 8-cycles occurrin9 in M(=; 4, n). Each type sequence 
is preceded by a letter correspondin9 to its block sequence. 
• n ~ {17,41,73,97}: 
(a) (1, ~, ~, - 1, - 1, -ct, -ct, 1), 
• n - -17 ,~=2:  
(a) (1, ct, ~ , -1 , -1 , -~ , -~,  1), 
(bl) (1, ~, -~z,  -ct2, ~, 1, 1, 1), 
(Cl) (1,~,ct, 1, 1, __~,~2 ~3), 
(C2) (1, Ct, Ct, -- 1, -- 1, CO, Ct2, ~3), 
• n=41,  ct=3: 
(a) (1, ct, ~, -- 1, -- 1, --~, --ct, 1), 
(d) (1, -~,  -ct, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), 
(el) (1, 1, 1, __~,~2,~2 N2, __0C3), 
• n=73,  ct=lO: 
(a) (1, ct, ~, - 1, - 1, -~ ,  -~ ,  1), 
(f l )  (1, l, 1, 1, 1, -ct, ct2, eta ), 
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• n=97, c¢=33: 
(a) (1, ~, ct, -- 1, - 1, --~, --~, 1), 
(t"2) (1, 1, 1, 1, 1,-c~,-0~ 2, -0~3). 
Proof. A cycle with a given type sequence occurs in the graph M(~;4,n) if and 
only if the corresponding congruence equality holds. For each of the block sequences 
(a)-(m) we find all possible non-equivalent type sequences associated with it. To the 
congruence quation of each of the type sequences we apply the squaring elimination 
method described in the proof of Lemma 3.8 to determine whether the type sequence 
occurs in the graph or not. Throughout this proof let 61,62, 63 C {-1, 1 }. 
The type sequences with the block sequence (a) are 
(al) (1,61~,61~,-1,-1,-61~,-61~,1), 
(a2) (1,61ct,61~, 1, 1,riot, f let, 1), 
(a3) (1,61o~,61c~,l,1,--61ot,--floql) and
(a4) (1,61a,61ct,-1,-1,flot,61a, 1). 
The type sequences (a2),(a3) and (a4) imply 4+461~=0(modn),  4=0(modn) ,  and 
461a = 0(modn), respectively, and each of these congruences i  easily seen to yield a 
contradiction. The congruence equation for (al), however, holds for any n and any cc 
We obtain (1,~, ~ , -1 , -1 , -a , -~ ,  1) and (1 , -~ , -~, -1 , -1 ,~,a ,  1),but these two type 
sequences are equivalent and hence it is enough to make a note of 
(1, 0~, ~, - 1, - 1, -0c, -0c, 1). 
The type sequences with the block sequence (b) are 
(bl) (1,~10~, 620~2,~20~2,610~, 1, 1, 1) and 
(b2) (1,61o~,62~2,62~2,-61o~,1,1,1). 
The type (b0 gives 
4 + 261~ + 2620~ 2 = 0 (rood n), (7) 
which (after applying the squaring elimination method) implies n E {9, 17}. But ~o(9)= 6
is not divisible by 8 so that n = 17. Using ~ = 2 (by Lemma 3.7 we may pick any order- 
eight element of Z~'7) we can check that Eq. (7) is satisfied only for 61 = 1, 62 =-1 ,  
and this produces the type sequence 
(1,~, _~2, _~2, ~, 1, 1, 1). 
From (b2) we get 4 + 262~ 2= 0(modn), which yields n = 5, a contradiction. 
The block sequence (c) is associated with one of the following type sequences: 
(Cl) (1, ~10~, 61~ , 1, 1,--t~l ~, ~2Ct2, ~3~3), 
(c2) (1,61~,61~,-1,-1,61~,62~2,630:3), 
(C3) (1,61~,61Ct,--1,--1,--fl~,62~Z,t~30~ 3) or 
(c4) (1,61~,6lCt, 1,1,61ct, 62ct2,63ct3). 
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The equation for (Cl) is 
3 + 61(X + 621X 2q- 63lX 3 ~ 0 (mod n) (8) 
and this implies n= 17. Using ~=2 we can see that (8) can be satisfied only when 
61 = 62 = 63 = 1 and thus, we obtain the type sequence 
(1,~,~, 1, 1, _~, ~2, ~3). 
The equation for (c2) is 
- 1 + 3 61 ~t + 62 ~2 + 63 ~X 3 ---~ 0 (mod n) (9) 
and again this implies n = 17. Using ~ =2, (9) holds only for 61--62 = 63--1. Thus, 
we get 
(1 ,~,~, -1 , -  1, 0~, 0~2, Ct3). 
The equation for (c3) is - l+610t+620t2+63~a-0(modn) .  Since the graph has 
coiled girth 8, it can not be satisfied. 
The equation for (c4) is 3+361c(+62~2+63cta-0(modn) and this implies 
n E {25,49}, which is impossible since neither (p(25)-=20 nor (p(49)---42 is divisible 
by 8. 
The block sequence (d) is associated with the type sequence 
(1, 61~, 61~, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). 
The equation is 6 +26]a=O(modn) ,  which implies n=41. Using ~t=3, 61 =-1  is 
forced and so we have the type sequence 
(1, -~,-c(,  1, 1, 1, 1, 1). 
With the block sequence (e) we are looking for the type sequence 
(1, 1, 1,610~ , 620~ 2, 62 ~2, 62 ct 2, 630~3), 
which requires 
3 + 61~ "q- 3620t 2n t- 630~ 3 ~ 0 (mod n). 
By squaring elimination we need n=41.  Using ct=3, we can check that there are 
two possibilities: either 61 =63-----1 and 62 = 1, or 61 = 62------1 and 63 = 1. However, 
these two possibilities yield the same type sequence, that is, 
(1, 1, 1,--~, N2, Ot2, 0t 2, __~3). 
The block sequence (f) requires the type sequence 
(I, 1, 1, 1, 1,610t , 62 N2, 630~ 3) 
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and so the equation is 
5 + alc~ + 620{ 2+ 630{ 3------ 0 (mod n). (10) 
This implies n E {73, 97}. 
Using 0{= 10 for n=73,  (10) holds only for 61 =-1  and 62 =63 = 1. We obtain the 
type sequence 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, __0{, 0{2, 0{3). 
For n=97 and 0{=33, (10) can be satisfied only for 61 =62=63=-1  giving the 
type sequence 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -0{, _0{2, _0~3). 
The congruence qualities of the remaining block sequences (g) - (m)  can be exam- 
ined in a way similar to the above to show that they cannot be satisfied. [] 
We continue with an analogue of the previous lemma for the case that the order of 
0{ is 4. 
Lemma 3.11. Let n be odd and let 0{ have order 4 with 0{2 5_  1 (modn). I f  n is not a 
multiple of 5, the following is the list of all type sequences of the non-coiled 8-cycles 
occurring in M = M(0{; 4, n). Each type sequence is preceded by a letter correspondin9 
to its block sequence. 
• M has coiled 9irth 8: 
(a) (1,0{, o~, - 1, - 1, -0{, -0{, 1), 
• M has coiled 9irth 4: 
(a) ( 1,0{, 0{, - 1, - 1, -0{, -0{, 1), 
(c3) ( 1, -0{, -0{, - 1, - 1,0{, -0{2, -0{3). 
I f  n is a multiple of 5 other than 15, at most two of the followin# type sequences 













(1,0{, _~2, _0{2,0{, 1, 1, 1), 
(1,-0{, _0{2, _0{2, _0{, 1, 1, 1), 
(1, 1, 1,-0{, _0{2, _0{2, _0{2, 0{3), 
(1, 1, 1,0{,--0{ 2,__0{2, __0{2, __0{3), 
(1,0{, _0{2 _0{2, _0{2, _c~2 a, 1), and 
(1,-0{, _0{z, __0{2, __0{2, __0{2, __0{, 1). 
15 and 0{ = 2, then the coiled 9irth is 4 and the additional type sequences are: 
(1,0{, _0{2, _0{2, 0{, 1, 1, 1), 
(1,-0{,-0{, 1, 1, -0{, _0{2, __0{3 ), 
( 1, 1, 1,0{, _0{2, _0{2, _~2, __0{3), 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, _0{, 0{2, 0{3), and 
(l, 1, l,--0{,--0{,--0{, __0{2, __0{3 ).
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Proof. We shall examine the type sequences associated with the block sequences 
(a)-(m) in a way very similar to that of the proof of Lemma 3.10, except that 
when applying the squaring elimination method we are now using (0{2)2_ 1 (modn). 
We also let 61,62,63 E {-1, 1} and we label the type sequences as before. Since 
0{2 5_  1 (modn), note that n is not a prime power. 
The case with the block sequence (a) is done in exactly the same way as in the 
proof of Lemma 3.10. 
The type sequence (bl) requires 4 + 2610{ + 2620{ 2 "0  (mod n). This implies 5~ 2 - 5 
(modn), that is, n - 0 (mod 5). Consequently, 62 =-  1, and we get two possible type 
sequences, 
and 
(1,0{, _0{2, __0{2, 0~, 1, 1, 1) 
(1,-0{,-0{ 2,_0{2, __0{, 1, 1, 1). 
When n= 15, we may assume that 0{=2, and only the first type sequence occurs. 
It is not difficult o see that the equations for the type sequences (b2), (cO, and (c2) 
cannot be satisfied. 
The type sequence (C3) is (1, 610{, 610{, --1, --1, --~10{, 620{2, 630{ 3) and the correspond- 
ing equation is - 1 + 610~ + 62e 2 + 63 0{3 _- 0 (rood n). This equation can be satisfied if 
and only if M has coiled girth 4. In that case we may assume by Lemma 3.9 that 
61 = 62 = 63 =-1 .  Hence, M contains 8-cycles with a type sequence 
( 1, -ct, -0{, - 1, - 1, ~, _0{2, __0{3 ). 
The equation for the type sequence (c4) is 3 + 3610{ + 620{2 _~_ t~ 30{3 m_ 0 (mod n). This 
implies n= 15. Using 0{----2, the equation is satisfied only for 61:62=63 =--1. We 
obtain the type sequence 
(1,-0{,-0{, 1, 1,-0{, _0{2, __0{3). 
With the block sequence (e), the equation 3 + 610{ d- 3620{ 2 "~- 630{ 3 " 0 (mod n) is 
needed. This implies 62=t~163=-1 and 50{2,5(modn) so that n--0(modS). 
We get two possible type sequences, 
(1, 1, 1,-0{, _0{2, _0{2, _0{2, 0{3) 
and 
(1, 1, 1, 0{, _0{2, _0{2, _0{2, __0{3). 
For n----15 and 0{=2, the equation of the second type sequence is satisfied. 
The block sequence (f) requires 5 + 610{ + 62 °{2 -~-t~30{ 3 --0(modn). This implies 
n C {15 ,45} . For  n= 15 and 0{=2, we obtain the type sequence 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, __0{, 0{2, 0{3). 
When n = 45, we may assume that 0{ = 8, but the equation cannot be satisfied. 
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The block sequence (h) is associated with one of 2 + 4620~ 2 =-0(modn) and 2 + 
261 • + 462~ 2- 0 (mod n). The first equation cannot be satisfied. The second equation 




(1,-~,-c~ 2,_~2, _~2, _~2, _~, 1). 
None of these types occurs when n = 15 and ~ = 2. 
The equations for the block sequences (d), (g), (i)-(1) are easily seen to be impos- 
sible to satisfy. 
The equation for the block sequence (m) is the same as for the type sequence (c4) 
and is therefore satisfied only for n= 15, ~=2,  and 61 =a2=a, =-1.  we obtain the 
type sequence 
(1, 1, 1 - ~,-~, -~,  _~2, _~3). 
Now let n be a multiple of 5 other than 15. First notice that no pair of type se- 
quences with the same block sequence among (bll), (b12), (e2), (e3), (hi) and (h2) can 
occur together. Subtracting the equation 2+ 2c~- 4~ 2 _= 0 (mod n) for the type (h 0 from 
the equation 4 + 2~-  20? =-0(modn) for the type (bn) we obtain ~2 =-1  (modn), 
a contradiction. Similarly, we show that the types (b12) and (h2) cannot occur to- 
gether. Adding the equations 4 + 2~ - 2~ 2 - 0 (modn) and 2 - 2a - 4~ 2 -= 0 (modn) for 
the types (bll) and (h2), respectively, we obtain 3~2_ = 3 (modn) which, together with 
5~ 2 = 5 (modn), implies ~2 = 1 (modn), a contradiction. Similarly, we show that the 
types (b12) and (hi) cannot occur together. Hence, at most two of the type sequences 
(b11), (b12), (e2), (e3), (hi), and (h2) appear in the graph. [] 
In the next two lemmas we determine the 2-path codes of the graphs M(~;4,n) 
with n odd and c~2~-1 (modn) by listing the 2-path codes of the type sequences 
from Lemmas 3.8-3.11. 
Lemma 3.12. Let n be odd and let O~ 4 ~ -1 (modn). I fn  f~ {17, 41, 73, 97}, then the 
2-path code of M(~; 4, n) is (2, 5, 5). The 2-path codes of the 9raphs M(2; 4, 17), M 
(3;4, 41), M(10; 4, 73), and M(33; 4, 97), are (8, 12, 12), (9,9,6), (6, 8, 6) and 
(6, 6, 8), respectively. 
Proof. First notice that it is enough to count the number of 8-cycles for the 2-paths 
with jump sequences (1, 1), (ct 3, 1) and (-ct 3, 1). 
By Lemma 3.8, a 2-path with the jump sequence (~3, 1) or (_~3, 1) lies in exactly 
four coiled 8-cycles, and a 2-path with the jump sequence (1, 1) does not lie in a coiled 
8-cycle. Thus, it remains to consider the non-coiled 8-cycles. By Lemma 3.10, the only 
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Table 1 
Type sequence 2-Path code 
(a) (1, c~, c¢,--1, --1, --o~, --c~, 1) (2, 1, 1) 
(bl) (1, c~,-eft,-~2, c~, 1, 1, 1) (2, 1, 1) 
(Cl) (1, ~, ~, 1, 1,--~, Ct2, Ct 3) (2,3,3) 
(C2) (1, ~, C~,--1,- 1,0q 0¢2, ~X 3) (2,3,3) 
(d) (1,-~x,-g, 1, l, 1, 1, 1) (3, 1,0) 
(el) (1, 1, 1, --~, ~2, ~2, ~2, _0(3) (4, 3, 1 ) 
(fl) (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, _~, ~2, ~3) (4,3, 1) 
(f2) (1, 1, 1, 1, 1 , -~, -c t  2, _~3) (4, 1,3) 
Coiled (0, 4, 4) 
possible type sequences for a non-coiled 8-cycle are those denoted by (a), (bl), (el), (C2), 
(d),(el),(e2),(fl) and (t"2)- For each type sequence, all possible jump sequences are 
obtained by multiplying each term of the type sequence by ~i, i = 0, 1 .... ,7. Here, 
one has to be careful, because two distinct powers of ~ might yield the same jump 
sequence. (This happens if the sequence has some kind of symmetry.) Once we have 
found all possible pairwise distinct jump sequences of a given type sequence, we 
simply count the number of occurrences of the jump sequence of a 2-path. Note that 
( -1 , -1 ) ,  (-1,-~x 3) and (-1,~x 3) count as occurrences of (1,1), (~3,1) and (-0~3,1), 
respectively. With jump sequence (1, 1) we have to distinguish between occurrences 
of (1, 1) with the block sequence ((i + 1,i,i + 1)) and those with corresponding block 
sequence ((i, i + 1, i)). But since the number of occurrences of the subsequences of the 
form ((i + 1,i,i + 1)) in a block sequence of any cycle is the same as the number of 
occurrences of the subsequences of the form ((i, i + 1,i)), we can limit ourselves to 
counting the number of occurrences of the jump sequence (1, 1) with corresponding 
block sequence of the form ((i + 1, i, i + 1)). 
Following the above method for every type sequence we obtain Table 1. 
Using Lemma 3.10, we now sum up the 2-path codes of the type sequences corre- 
sponding to the given value of n to obtain the 2-path code of the graph M(~; 4, n). 
This completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 3.13. Let n be odd and let • have order 4 with ~2 5-1  (mod n). When n is 
not a multiple of 5, the 2-path code of M=M(~;  4, n) is (4, 7, 8) i f  M has coiled 
girth 4, and (2, 5, 5) i f  M has coiled girth 8. When n is a multiple of 5 other than 
15, the 2-path code of M is either (4, 7, 8), (6, 8, 9), or (8, 9, 10) if M has coiled 
girth 4, and either (2, 5, 5), (4, 6, 6), or (6, 7, 7) i f  M has coiled girth 8. The 2-path 
code of M(2; 4, 15) is (18, 15, 18). 
Proof. We use the method escribed in the proof of the preceding lemma and the infor- 
mation about the 8-cycles from Lemmas 3.9 and 3.11. The only difference is that, since 
--1 ~{~i : i=0 ,  1,2,3}, all possible jump sequences are obtained from a given type 
sequence by multiplying each term of the type sequence by cd and _~i, i=0 ,  1,2,3. 
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Table 2 
Type sequence 2-Path code 
(a) (1, ~, ~, -1,  -1,  -~, -~, I) (2,1,1) 
Coiled (0, 4, 4) 
Table 3 
Type sequence 2-Path code 
(a) (1 ,=,~, -1 , -1 , -~, -~,  1) (2, 1, 1) 
(c3) (1 , -~ , -cq -  1,-1,~, _~2, _~3) (2, 2, 4) 
Coiled (0, 4, 3) 
Table 4 
Type sequence 2-Path code 
133 
(bll) (1, ~, -c~2, -~2,c~, 1, 1, 1) (2,1,1) 
(b12) (1, -~, -c~2, -~2, -~, 1,1,1) (2,1,1) 
(c4) (1, -~,-~,  1, 1,-~,-cfl ,-c~ 3) (2,2,4) 
(e2) (1, 1, 1, --~, --c~2, --c~2, --c~2, ~ 3 ) (2,1,1) 
(e3) (1, 1, 1, ~, _~2, --cfl, _~2, _as) (2, 1, 1 ) 
(fl) (1, 1, 1, 1, 1,--~,cfl,~ 3 ) (4,2,2) 
(hi) (1, oq _~2, _~2, _~2, _~2, ~, 1) (2, 1, 1) 
(h2) (1,-g, _g2, _0~2, _~2, _~2, _~, 1) (2, 1, 1) 
(m) (1, 1, 1,-~,-co,-=, _~2, _~3) (4,2,2) 
Again we have to make sure that we count occurrences of the jump sequences (1, 1), 
(~3, 1) and (_~3, 1) only in distinct jump sequences of the 8-cycles. 
If M has coiled girth 8, we obtain following Table 2. 
If M has coiled girth 4, the table (Table 3) is somewhat different. 
The 2-path codes of the additional type sequences for the case that n is a multiple 
of 5 are given in Table 4. 
Using the information on the occurrence of various type sequences in the graphs 
and summing up the 2-path codes of the appropriate type sequences of the cycles we 
obtain the result. [] 
We now have all the information we need to prove that certain graphs M(~;4,n) 
are ½-transitive. 
Proposition 3.14. Let n be odd. In addition, either let the order of ~ be 8 with 
o~4~ - - l(modn) or let the order of ~ be 4 with ~2 5_  1 (modn). Let (kl,k2,k3) be 
the 2-path code of the graph M=M(~;4,n). If k2 ¢kl ¢k3, then M is 1-transitive. 
Proof. First, we show that the blocks of M are in fact the blocks of imprimitivity 
of its automorphism group. Let F i be a block of M and let a C Aut(M) be such that 
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ViMa(Vi)¢O. Let u and v be vertices in V i such that tr(u)=v. Since kl Ck2,k3 the 
set of 2-paths with the type sequence (1, 1) is fixed setwise by a. Hence, a maps the 
set N2(u)M V i to the set N2(v)M V i, where N2(u) denotes the set of all vertices at 
distance 2 from u. Consequently, tr takes all vertices in V i at an even distance from u 
to vertices in V i. Since n is odd we have tr(V i) :- V i. 
Now suppose that M is arc-transitive. Then there exists an automorphism 0 that 
interchanges the vertices v ° and v~. Thus, 0 interchanges the blocks V ° and V 1, and 
the blocks V 2 and V 3. This implies that any coiled 8-cycle containing the edge v 0° vii 
is mapped to a coiled 8-cycle containing the edge v ° v I. Examining all coiled 8-cycles 
containing the edge o l v 0v 1 we can see that the vertex v ° from the coiled 8-cycle 1 +ct+ct 2 - ct 3 
C = V 0 Vl 2 3 0 1 V 2 3 /)0  Vlq-~t Vl+~q-~2 VI-i-~-}-0t2--~3 V~t-~-~2--0t3 ~I2--~X3 V--a3 
must be mapped to the vertex v~ ~+62~2+~3,3 for some 61,62,63 E {-1, 1}. Since the 
action of 0 on V ° is given by 0(v~) = vlj+l, this forces 
1 - (1 + ~ + ~2 _ ~3) _ flee + 62ct 2+ (53 ~3 (modn), 
which by the proofs of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 implies 61 =62 =-1 ,  63 = 1. Thus, C is 
mapped to the coiled 8-cycle 
/ )00123 0 1 2 3 Vl--~t Vl--~t--ot2 /)l--ot--ot2+ct3 V--ct--~t2-~Gt3 V_~t2-[-~3 V~t3 V 0 
and so O(v2+~)=/)33. Similarly, the coiled 8-cycle 
/)0 vl  v 3 v ° /), 2 3 ]+~t_Ot2 I_FOt_Ct2+Ct3 Qt_Ot2+Ct3 V ~2+~3 V~3 /)0 
must be mapped to 
/)0V~ 2 3 0 V 1 2 3 V00 
and so 0(v2+~):/)3~3, which is a contradiction. 
This proves that M(~;4,n) cannot be arc-transitive. [] 
The next lemma captures the exceptional cases to which the previous proposition 
does not apply. 
Lemma 3.15. The graphs M(3;4,41), M(10;4,73), M(33;4,97), andM(2;4, 15) are 
½-transitive. 
Proof. LetM be one of the graphs M(3;4,41), M(10;4,73), M(33;4,97), and M(2;4, 
15). We will show that any automorphism 0 of M that interchanges the vertices v ° 
and v~ interchanges the blocks V ° and V 1. The proof can then be completed exactly 
as in the previous proposition. 
Note that in the graphs M(3;4,41), M(33;4,97) and M(2;4,15) a 4-path with 
the type sequence (1, 1,~,Ct 2) cannot be mapped to a 4-path with the type sequence 
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( l ,  --0~, --0~ 2, --0~ 3) or (1, c~, e2, _~3), and a 4-path with the type sequence (1, e, cc 2, ~2) can- 
not be mapped to a 4-path with the type sequence (1,-e,-c~ 2, _~3). This can be seen 
by counting the number of 8-cycles containing a a-path with the given type sequence. 
Similarly, observe that in the graph M(10;4,73) a 4-path with the type sequence 
(1,--0¢,~2,~ 2) cannot be mapped to a 4-path with the type sequence (1,--0~,0¢2,~ 3) or 
(1,~,--0~2,~x3), and a 4-path with the type sequence (1, 1,-~,~ 2) cannot be mapped to 
a a-path with the type sequence (1,-~,:~2,~3). 
First, let M be one of the graphs M(3;4,41) and M(33;4,97). Let rr be an auto- 
morphism of M that fixes the vertices v ° and v I. From the 2-path code of M it follows 
that cr fixes the vertices of the coiled 8-cycle 
VO 0 V I V~+:~ ,3 0 1 V2 3 l~lq_o~4_o~2 Vl+~+~2+a3 ~a+~2_~_~3 ~2-k0~3 D~ 3 1)0. 
Since, by the above observation, rr cannot map the 4-path v1-1/)00/)11/)~q_:¢/)31q_~+~ z to the
a-path /)3_~3/)0 VllV2+~/)~+~+~2, a also fixes the remaining neighbours /)1_ t and v3_~3 of 
v °. Since ~ fixes v~ 1 and/)0, it fixes the vertices of the coiled 8-cycle 
/)oOI)ll/)2_l_c 3 1 2 _ /)00, /) 1_~_~2 /)0 1_c~_~2 c¢3 /)_~_~2 ~3 /) ~2 c~3 /)3 ~3 
and since it cannot map the 4-path /)0-2/)1-1 v21-~/)3-1-~-~2/)°-1-~-~2-~3 to the 4-path 
v2_l+~ v1_1/)2_1_ ~/)31_~_~2 v°_1_~_~2_~3, it also fixes /)0_ 2 and v21+ ~. Continuing in this 
fashion along the 2n-cycle M[V °, V 1] we can see that cr fixes V ° and V 1 pointwise. 
Hence, a is the identity. 
Now, suppose there exists 0 E Aut(M) that reverses the edge/)o° Vl .~ Then 02 = 1 and 
0 fixes the coiled 8-cycle 
/)~ /)I /)2+a 3 0 1 2 3 Dld_~t__ct2 /)l_}_~t+ct2+ct3 /)~t_/_ct2+~3 /)~2_t_~3 /)~3 i.)0 
interchanging pairs of its vertices in the obvious way. Consequently, 0 interchanges 
1 3 0 2 0 1 /)3 the sets {V_l,V_~3 } and {v2,/)l_~}. However, since the 4-path vii  v2+~ /)0 1)l 1+o~+c¢ 2 
cannot be mapped to the 4-path v~_~/)I" 0/)3 /)2 0 in fact interchanges the vertices U 0 0~3 ~2+~3, 
V~_l and v °, as well as v 3 and v~_~. Consequently, 0 maps the coiled 8-cycle --C¢3 
/)0/)LI /)21_ e/)3 1_~_~ 2 /)O1_0¢_~2_N3 /)1 2_N3 /)2 2_~3 / )3  3 DO 
to the coiled 8-cycle 
/)I 0 3 2 1 0 3 /)2 ctvll, /)2 /)2--c~ 3 /)2-ct2-:t 3 /)2--~-ct2--ct 3 /)l-e--cd--ct 3Vl-~-ct2 
and interchanges the sets {V°_z, V2_~+~} and 1 3 {v3, v2+~3 }. Again, since the 4-path v°2 v~_~ 
3 V 0 /)3 /)2 /)2_1_:~ /)3_1_~_~: v °_~_~_~_~3 cannot be mapped to the 4-path /)2+e3 2_0t 3 2_ctl_ct 3 
v~_~_~:_~3, 0 in fact interchanges v0-2 and/)~. Continuing this way along the 2n-cycle 
M[V °, V 1] we can see that 0 interchanges the blocks V ° and V 1. 
The cases M=M(10;4 ,73)  and M=M(2;4 ,15)  can be settled in a similar way 
with the roles of the type sequences (ct 3, 1) and (_e3, 1) reversed. In the proof for 
M(2;4,15), however, the coiled 8-cycles are substituted by coiled 4-cycles, and in 
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M(10;4,73), a 4-path is always 'wrapped' around the coiled 8-cycle in the direction 
opposite to the one chosen above. [] 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Lemma 3.2 takes care of the case ~2=-1  (modn). If 0~4~--1 
(modn) and n--0(mod4), then M(~;4,n) does not exist by Lemma 3.5. If n--2 
(mod4), then, by Lemma 3.6, M(ct;4,n) consists of two disjoint copies of M(~mod 
(n/2);4,(n/2)). Hence, we may assume that n is odd. If ~4_.~--1 (modn), M(0q4,n) 
is ½-transitive by Lemmas 3.12 and 3.15, and by Proposition 3.14. If the order of ~ is 
4 with ~2~-1 (modn), M(~;4,n) is ½-transitive by Lemmas 3.13 and 3.15, and by 
Proposition 3.14. [] 
Theorem 3.1 thus produces an infinite family of 1-transitive graphs. 
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